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Relationship dialogue overhaul not working

Posted on 19 January 2020 - 6:38 PM Discussion topic:Relationship dialogue overhaul - RDO SE by cloudedtruthMod Picker Link RDO FOR SSE does not show any MCM menu.  Yes, I have a Jaxonz MCM Kicker (I rename it myself, and it works perfectly with every Mod that I have, and it forces the load on every other
mod, but not rdo for SSE).  I also have the current SKSE64 (in fact I have tried both 2.0.6 and 2.0.7) and the current SkyUI for SSE 5.2.  I have also paid close attention to load order requirements regarding Amazing Follower Tweaks and USSEP and have related patches to them.  I used RDO for Skyrim LE for a long
time and its always worked perfectly, but RDO for SSE does not show any MCM menu now, and it needs to be fixed.  Here's an interesting thing to note.  Every Skyrim LE Mod I have converted, all of them and their respective MCM menu work perfectly well.  Most of all SSE mods, re-developed by their original Skyrim LE
authors, do not work with the MCM Menu, although they say they are working on their respective Nexus Pages.  The mods that were ported to SSE by their original creators that their MCM Menu does not work for me are as follows; Relationship Dialogue overhaul Imaginator CS Tag n Track Notice Board Claralux for
SSE These two have an MCM Menu, but there is a $1 sign in front of everything from Holidays Wet and Cold I've researched my load of orders and tested for several weeks.  Every mod I have is running, and I do not see any errors or errors in the game (at least, which is easily noticeable at least).  I'm also scouring the
internet and I've found a ton of people complaining about this exact same issue with several SSE specific modifications; Random SSE Mods do not show your respective MCM Menu in the game.  Now last year said every one that was because no SKSE64 and therefore no SkyUI for SSE, but it is no longer an excuse
now, as we are with SKSE64 now and SkyUI for SSE, and more than half of the SSE mods you download from the MCM menu do not work.  But all around them Skyrim LE mods, their MCM Menu work (provided you convert them properly of course and I use the techniques GamerPoets, Gopher and DirtyWeasel from
YouTube to convert my Skyrim LE mods).  So it's not isolated from my game. I use Mod Organizer 2.1.1 and I have used both SKSE64 version 2.0.6 and 2.0.7.  I use SkyUI for SSE version 5.2. Every Mod works. Correctly.  Except for RDO SSE and some random SSE mods.  But when I convert skyrim le version,
everything works, including MCM if it is one. I also tried converting the original LE RDO, but for some reason it wont run sse, it crashes my game when I try and start a new game or load save.  Ive tested it on both other mods (works it itself only SKSE64 and SkyUI 5.2 ... and no dice, CTD). Does anyone have one lonely
clue how to even solve this problem SSE Mods do not show the MCM menu when their creators say they are there like RDO? So in short, I know it's quite a long question, but wanted to be thorough.  If anyone has any ideas or found a fix to it please share im sure it benefits more then just me Yes RDO no longer works
for anything SSE. The only mods I am running are CRF and patch CRF. Sky UI, Alternate Start and unofficial location. No MCM menu item appears, and the dialogue has not appeared for me in the game. I also have this problem with RDO, as described in Phayntom above. Are there any solutions? I also have this
problem, although the dialog changes seem to work, the configuration required for another mod i installed does not work.      So how can we get this work with MCM again now that it's all updated, especially since it's marked as FINAL here nexus ... I assume that means author DGAF. Edited by AbsolutGrndZer0, 13



October 2018 - 7:55 AM. same problem here. RDO is not displayed in the MCM after all patches and permissions for order corrections.  Get the RDO LE version and perform the conversion. It's the only way to get mcm. Here's a step-by-step tutorial because it's a little more involved than just opening and saving SSECK.
I do not see the forum or posts on the page rdo's SSE page so I ask here. I use the latest EFF v405 and the latest CRF and USSEP. are the old patches that RDO SSE has on your download page still running these latest versions? CRF and USSEP do not specify which versions it is compatible, but RDO-EFF Patch
says it is v403 so I want to make sure before I install and get into problems later on my save. For those who escaped the post tab despite the fact that hidden just see the state of this mod and do not know why the MCM menu does not appear, probably has a patch fix here ( .../9951?tab=files) For those who accessed
the post tab despite having hidden just to see the state of this mod and do not know why the MCM menu does not appear, probably has a patch fix here ( .../9951?tab=files) It fixed it!!! Thank you TheoAllen!  Hiding posts in the section of the mod page is a dick move, but it has been 4 years since the inception and 2
years since the update. The author went through a huge amount of effort to make a mod and no one should expect anyone to stick to one project/scene/game forever.  Nor should they expect to keep up with their welfare continuously.  If it were to at least expose the tab though it would at least allow the community to
work together to solve problems that they wouldn't even bother with the author... In response to #77699458. Spoiler Cecell wrote: For those who escaped the post tab despite the fact that hidden just see the state of this mod and do not know why the MCM menu does not appear, probably is fix here ( .../9951?tab=files) It
fixed it!!! Thank you TheoAllen!  Hiding posts in the section of the mod page is a dick move, but it has been 4 years since the inception and 2 years since the update. The author went through a huge amount of effort to make a mod and no one should expect anyone to stick to one project/scene/game forever.  Nor should
they expect to keep up with their welfare continuously.  If it were to at least expose the tab though it would at least allow the community to work together to solve problems that they wouldn't even bother with the author... Yes, double thanks for finding that patch! I agree with the hidden posts tab too, I'm just used to adding
tab = posts to check the user's experience. You can't do this action right now. You signed in with another tab or window. Reload to update your session. You signed the field on another tab or window. Reload to update your session. You can't do this action right now. You signed in with another tab or window. Reload to
update your session. You signed the field on another tab or window. Reload to update your session. Relationship dialogue overhaul Let me start by saying that I am little more than a beginner in applying mods skrim SE. I can open the Mods page and click on the download and enable them, and so far have been
successful in that way of modding my game. But I'm not getting any answers from rdo. Mod is in place, I have added skse64 and I have USSEP, as well as a patch rdo. The patch is at the bottom of my permissions to rdo right on top. Nor do I have a mod manager because I do not think I need one of the mods coming
directly from Steam. Moreover, there doesn't seem to be a clear consensus, one of which will be used, all of them get mixed reviews. Note: It is only used to report spam, advertising, and problematic (harassment, fighting, or rude) posts. Short description: Adds over 5,000 lines of perfectly pronounced dialogue NPC use,
which spans more than 50 voice types, based on the ratio of NPC is a player that runs an existing dialogue game. All lines are pronounced using the original voices of the game and consist of existing lines that are added in new and appropriate situations, as well as a whole new dialog created for editing multiple lines
together to form a brand new one. Friends talk to you more like friends. There's a lot to say to followers when it comes to them. If your husband is a follower, he speaks like a husband instead of a generic follower. NPCs that you don't like (not bandits and sworn citizens, but citizens) have more insults to say and can
even completely stop talking to you if you continue to pester them. The description was copied directly from the legendary version of RDO. Therefore compatibility, load order and patches sections description does not apply to the Sse version of RDO, because many of the listed mods have not yet been updated to SSE.
If the mod listed in the description is updated to SSE, then follow the load order and recommendations listed below. Also, the number of patches is much lower because many mod authors have not had the option to update their mods (or it is possible that they choose not to). Other features: Dialogue is used in many
different situations, with the primary focus being: friends, followers, spouses and rivals. Rdo was tested with THE USSEP throughout its development to ensure that the dialogue was repaired with bug fixes. And also fixes some of the dialogue errors that the USSEP team has not yet caught. Opens an existing dialog that
has never been heard before, and restores the dialogue that Bethesda completely cut out of the game, but the audio files still exist. Improves a dialog that is not considered an error but should not be used in certain situations. (Example: Any housecarl that is married to a player completely stop calling a player thane)
Improves overly chatty followers such as Mjoll, Erandur and Teldryn Sero.Adds idle comments to followers that are used at the appropriate time. Their comments are much more relevant to the current location and/or situation, making them much more aware of their surroundings. In fact, the bugged Woman fixes the
Sultry Follower dialogue. The whole dialogue with female sultry-voiced followers is now the right voice type (instead of becoming Female Young Eager lines). More than 50 voice types now support a fully pronounced follower dialog. Including Khajiit, High Elf, Bandit, Argonian, Condescending, Commander, Children and
more. (For more information, see the added section of the description page). Also, a number of unique voices have been given in a fully expressed follower dialogue. These include: Brynjolf, Delvin Mallory, Karliah, Vex, Valerica, Isran and Knight-Paladin Gelebor.Any unique NPC that supports the follower's dialogue can
be made by a follower through MCM.Followers now use dialogue in every aspect of the fight. Any NPC that offers services (Merchants, Innkeepers, Trainers, Bards, etc.) does not offer these services if the NPC does not like the player (option can be turned on mcm). Compatible installations for EFF, AFT, iAFT, UFO and
FLP are available. They also include Hearthfires and Dragonborn, removing the need to install additional patches for their overhaul. Much, much more... RDO v1.1, showing a restored dialogue that has never been heard before:MCM Demonstration - Current version 1.1Hear what others think of RDO (Thanks to Koubitz,
Brodual and MxR):Featured:Description Navigation Guide:1. Voice types Added and other information voices2. requirements3. Compatibility4. Cancel installation6. Load order7. A comprehensive description8. Questions 10. Localisation/making of translations/translations11. Permissions/usage12. Credit 1. Voice Types
Added: All voice types that are given in the RDO dialog. Green = fully supports the expressed follower dialog. Red = does not fully support the expressed follower dialog. List of unique voices given in dialogue RDO:ValericaSeranaKnight-Paladin GeleborHarkon (Combat ainult) IsranFreaKarliahVexBrynjolfDelvin
MalloryList of general voices given dialogue RDO: Female Argonian Female CommanderFemale Kontnäär Female argemane dark elffemale dark elf commonerema elf haughtyfemale even tonedema khajiitfemale anfemale old wicked female old kindly female orcfemale shrillfemale sultryfemale young eager man
argonianmale banditman brutemale childrenman Man CommonerMale Commoner AccentedMale CondescendingMan Lord's Dark ElfMale Dark Elf CommonerMale dark elf cynical man drunkMan elf haughtymale even tonedMale even toned accentedMan ForswornMale GuardMale KhajiitMale NordMale Nord
CommanderMale old GrumpyMale Old KindlyMale OrcMale Sly CynicalMale SoldierMale Young EagerNotes about unique voices / NPC:Recruitment Valerica:- You have to complete the entire Dawnguard main questline.- He must be back in his lab after you tell him your safe to leave Soul Cairn.Recruiting Gelebor :- You
have to complete the quest for Touching Sky. You're going to have to complete the entire Dawnguard main search. Recruiting Karliah, Vex, Brynjolf and Delvin Mallory:- You have to complete the entire Thieves Guild questline.- You must be a Guild Master (inducted through the ceremony).- You may not currently be
banned from the Guild.2. Requirements: Hard Requirements (You're a game crash desktop (CTD) if you don't have them in your load order!) - Skyrim.esm-Update.esm- Dawnguard.esm- Hearthfires.esm- Dragonborn.esmSoft Requirements (They do not need to run RDO, but I designed the mod around having them
installed):- SKSE- SkyUI3. Compatibility: The best way to find out if RDO is compatible with another mod is to check the records using TES5Edit! Understanding TES5Edit is important if you are skyrim. Other modifications are seriously associated with: For more information about compatibility with other mods, see the
description in loading order.- USSEP:---- fully compatible with the included patch. You have to use USSEP, it fixes a lot of errors and other issues in the game.- Cutting Room Floor: (Strongly recommended)---- fully in line with the patch provided.- Guard Dialogue overhaul: (strongly recommended) ---- fully consistent with
the correct load order. See the load order section.- Serana Dialog Edit: (strongly recommended)---- fully consistent with the correct load order. Load v0.81 before RDO, load v1.0 after RDO.- Open Cities Skyrim:---- is not fully compatible, but cooperates without problems. The main problem is that Open Cities removes the
world spaces that the 5 major cities have. These worldspaces are what RDO uses to check certain lines in the dialog to make sure they are used as intended.- Follower comment overhaul: ---- Incompatible when the load that is correct. See the load order section.- More Follower Voices Mod:---- Compatible, but no longer
need a follower dialog only. RDO support a lot more votes and more dialogue.---- If you use MFVM for Khajiit marriage, keep it installed. RDO does not add marriage dialogue votes that can not marry the original game.- Expandable Follower Framework:---- compatible patch provided. Strongly recommended.- Amazing
Follower Tweaks:---- Compatible with patch provided.- Immersive Amazing Follower Tweaks:---- Compatible with patch advance.- Ultimate Follower overhaul: ---- Compatible with the patch in advance. (Patch available in both v1.2i and v1.2j.b15 UFO)- Follower Live Package: ---- Compatible as long as you use the [FLP]
dialog options for followers enlisted in the [FLP] option. A partial patch is included. - Amorous Adventures (AA): ---- fully compatible. No patch required and load that does not matter. Lover of dialogue AA may interfere with dialogue with RDO but they are not inconsistent.- Immersive Speechcraft:---- fully compatible. No
patch needed and load that does not matter.-- Thought about other mods? See Load order! More mods are listed there!4. Installation/ Update: Install the mod manager. Mod Organizer is preferred and recommended! If you have installation problems with NMM I can not offer much help because I use Mod Organizer.For
manual installation ... you should already know how to manually install the mod, if that's how you manage your mods. RDO overwring several audio files skyrim.esm, Hearthfires.esm, Dragonborn.esm and USSEP. It's intentional! RDO works best when it is installed just before the start of a new game, but it can be
installed in the middle of the game, just fine. Here are the steps for safe installation of RDO in the middle of playthrough and remove if necessary:Download your game and make a save (write to an existing save or create a new one). This is a Save #1.Wait 3-5 seconds, then make a new save (Do not overwrite save #1).
This is Save #2.Quit the game and install RDO. Start the game and download Save #2.Begin to play the game as normal (do not do anything you do not want to repeat though) to see if you notice problems. If you experience serious problems, close the game. Make sure that you have all the available compatibility
patches with the mods that you are using. Check the xEdit mod conflicts. If you cannot resolve conflicts xEdit or do not know, delete save #2.After deleting save #2, uninstall RDO. Load #1 and continue your play. #1 have no records of RDO and completely completely Un-Installation: It's never a good idea to remove the
mod in the middle of playthrough and then continue playing the same save. Doing so can damage your game, even to the point of corruption. Script cleaners are not magical, they can not fix everything. There are records that script cleaners cannot correct and will remain forever until you delete all stored files that have
these records. For uninstalling RDO, just turn off your mod manager. But I only recommend uninstalling the RDO before the new game or if you're loading a store that has never had a RDO installed on it before.6. Load Order: Load Order is very important for RDO to make sure that the correct mod(s) are the winning item
conflicts.Compatibility patches are provided by multiple mods, but not every mod that RDO is inconsistent with. If you are not sure where to place the RDO in your load order and fear that it will confuse the mods you have installed, place rdo further up your load order. This allows your existing mods to continue working,
but may cause the RDO function to not be seen in the in-game or dialog correction made by RDO may not be transferred. It doesn't ruin RDO. There are a number of mods that you should be loading before the RDO so the dialogue fixes made by RDO can work. Load RDO after the following mods listed below:- Follower
comment overhaul (FCO)Two mods inconsistent with the original follower's idle comments. The FCO made some mistakes in ensuring that the comments were not used by the wrong person, or at the wrong time. Thus, some followers may offend themselves, offend their guild or other members. If you find yourself still
wanting to use FCO with RDO, just load rdo download FCO.- Mirai - Girl dragon heartAds the original FemaleNord (Mjoll) in favor of the dialogue line one Mirai. This is probably a random error by the mirai author. - Bijin All-In-One-2016 (AIO)Edits idle comments on Mjoll (FemaleNord) efforts to add mod Shut Up Mjoll
AIO. RDO also prevents Mjoll from being too chatty as a follower, but it's a little different than AIO. With AIO it limits all idle comments mjoll only, so his general comments bandits, draugr, dungeons, etc., used only mjoll. With RDO, all his comments, which are not specifically about him, are used by other followers with a
Female Nord voice (giving them something to say instead of being quite all the time). AIO also prevents some Mjolls comments from being said more than once. So over time, he has less and less to say (and actually end up repeating the same lines because he doesn't have to say as much). With RDO, some comments
are used only once (such as his commenting on visiting Windhelm for the first time), but others just say much less frequently. So he has even more different comments. Just don't use them quite often. Also, RDO places more conditions on Mjoll's idle reviews, preventing them from being used at perhaps inappropriate
times. AIO uses vanilla conditions. Based on the above, download the mod you want to win conflicting records after another. (Meaning, Load RDO after AIO if you want rdo win. Load AIO after RDO if you want aio win)- Immersive Citizens - AI Overhaul (IC) IC and RDO change many of the same dialogue topics. Loading
RDO after IC contains changes to both mods such as RDO contains almost all changes made to IC.- Inconsequentialinccs (IQN)Several vanilla dialog entries were changed when the author added different responses to hirelings IQN. This happens when you add a dialog to an existing list of topics and it is a very easy
mistake to forget. The issue is that RDO changes these vanilla records so that they are used in the new dialogue. Loading IQN after RDO may limit the number of dialog lines certain follower voice types may use, and can even potentially cause some other conflicts with the follower's overhaul patches (If IQN is loaded
after one follower overhaul patches RDO).- Player VoicesetsAlters 6 lines of dialogue are used when blocking low endurance. RDO repeats these lines so female NPC does not use male grunts and male NPC does not use female grunts. Player Voicesets restricts these lines to use only if you have chosen a voice.- Guard
Dialogue Overhaul (GDO)RDO and GDO have very few conflicts and the changes made to GDO are transferred to rdo. Loading RDO after GDO allows changes in both mods to be implemented.- Alternate Start - Live Another Life (LAL)A handful of records conflict between RDO and LAL. RDO contains changes made by
LAL to these conflicting records, and therefore they should be loaded after the .lal file to apply changes to both modifications. The relationship dialog haul.esp should be loaded after the mods listed above. Load RDO before the following mods listed below:- The choice is yours (optional)Not critical. Can be downloaded
before or after rdo so mod serves the same purpose with conflicting entries; the option to refuse to help Nurelion's white sample collections.- Requiem (optional)RDO overrides a small number of requiem entries. Some users have reported that they noticed no difference between rdo loaded after Requiem. I only
recommend loading RDO before requiem just because I know how easy mods can be requiem. Load RDO and Requiem order you are most comfortable.- Relationship Dialog Update.esp is recommended to download before the mods listed above. Load Order Available patches:- Unofficial Skyrim Special Edition Patch
(USSEP):---- Unofficial Skyrim Special Edition Path.esp---- Relationship Dialogue Ripimine.esp---- RDO - USSEP Path.esp- Cutting Room Floor (CRF) and USSEP between the main RDO plugin and the CRF plugin does not matter, if the patch is below so)---- Unofficial Skyrim Special Edition Patch.esp---- Cutting Room
Floor.esp---- Relationship Dialog Update.esp---- RDO - USSEP + CRF Patch.esp- Complete Alchemy and Cooking Overhaul Patch (CACO) :(Telli between CACO plugin and main RDO plugin is not important as long as the patch is below so)---- Complete Alchemy &amp; Cooking Ripe.esp---- Relationship Dialogue
Update.esp---- RDO - CACO Patch-Immersive Horses Patch:(Order between the main RDO plugin and Immersive Horses plugin does not matter, as long as the patch is below so)---- Immersive Horses.esp---- Relationship Dialogue Overhaul.esp---- RDO - Surrounding Horses Patch.esp- Open Cities Skyrim:(Order
between the main RDO plugin and the Open Cities plugin is not important, how long as the patch is below so)---- Open Cities Skyrim.esp---- Relationship Dialogue Overhaul.esp---- RDO - Open Cities Patch.esp- Vendor Sales Delay Gone Patch:(Order between the main RDO plugin and Seller Sales Delay Gone plugin
does not matter if the patch is below so)---- VendorSaleDelay-Gone.esp---- Relationship Dialog Update.esp---- RDO - Vendor Sale Delay Gone - Patch.espFollower Overhaul Patches (Load as shown):- Amazing Follower Tweaks v1.66 Patch:---- AmazingFollowerTweaks.esp---- Relationship Dialog Update.esp---- RDO -
AFT v 1.66 Patch.esp &lt;- load ORDER alt---- (If you use Vendor Sales Delay Gone)---- RDO - Vendor Sales Delay Gone - Patch.esp- Expandable Follower Framework v4.0.2 Patch :---- EFFCore.esm---- Relationship Dialog Update.esp---- EFFDialogue.esp---- RDO - EFF v4.0.2 Patch.esp &lt;- Bottom LOAD-EXtensible
Follower Framework v4.0.0 Beta 6 Patch:---- XFLMain.esm---- Relationship Dialogue Overhaul.esp---- XFLDialogue.esp---- RDO - EFF v4.0.0 Beta 6 Patch.esp &lt;- ALT LOAD ORDER- Expandable Follower Framework v3.5.6 Patch:---- XFLMain.esm---- Relationship Dialog 2 &lt;--------005. &lt;-------- ---- year :----
AmazingFollowerTweaks.esp---- Relationship Dialogue haul.esp---- RDO - iAFT Patch.esp &lt;- bottom load, et---- (If You Use Vendor Sales Delay Gone)---- RDO - Vendor Sales Delay Gone - Patch.esp- Ultimate Follower Overhaul v1.2i Patch :---- UFO - Ultimate Follower Haul.esp---- Relationship Dialogue over
haul.esp---- RDO - UFO v1.2i Patch.esp &lt;- bottom load, et-Ultimate Follower Overhaul v1.2j.b15:---- UFO - Ultimate Follower haul.esp---- Relationship Dialogue Haul.esp---- RDO - UFO v1.2j.b15 Patch.esp &lt;- lower load order7. In-depth description: RDO focuses mainly on changing the dialogue used by the NPCs in
relation to them the player. It does not completely change the whole dialogue in the game, it just adds more dialogue to the NPC to use, and fixes some dialogue that should not be used in certain situations.99.9% of the new dialog added to RDO is not limited to specific NPCs. It can be used for any NPC of a certain
voice type, original or NPC other modifications. The goal with RDO is to make your interactions with friends, followers, spouses and rivals be much more appropriate. Friendly or negative greetings will no longer happen once in 12-game hours. Your friends always talk to you as friends, your rivals always talk to you like
rivals (if you constantly press to talk about the key in the span for a few seconds and go through all your dialogue). Spouses that have your followers will no longer forget that you are married like the original game. Your husband will speak to you as if you are married, as they should. If not followed, some voice types are
given additional marriage dialogue to use. Followers have additional dialogue in many different situations. They have a lot more to say than the same 3 greetings and 2-3 goodbyes. They also have many more dialogue follower commands. Meaning, they don't use the same line over and over again when asking them to
trade items, wait, ask for favors, follow, dismiss, etc. Followers also have a dialogue about every situation in the battle. You can hear them scream when you start fighting the enemy, and note the relief or maybe arrogance when the fight is over. Their comments often depend on who or what they are fighting for.
Housecarls are now much more respectful than the original game. They appeal to the player with more respect and do not act so begrudgingly when you ask him anything. Personally, housecarls now act on how they should be in the original game. Rivals have more dialogue (insults) to tell the player. If you managed to
make NPC dislike for you, they won't offend you once every 12-game hours and go back to your usual dialogue. Rivals use more offense, some of which depend on the race or gender of the player. If you keep bothering your rival, he's finally refusing to talk to you. Use RDO MCM to tweak almost every NPC in your
preference: Make NPC hate you, like you, or indifferent. Turn a unique NPC into a follower or spouse when their voice-type support either of these options. Don't you want a certain NPC to use the RDO dialog? Use the STOP ACTOR option on MCM to prevent them from using the entire RDO dialog. To allow them to
start using the RDO dialog again just use the Enable Actor option for MCM and that NPC will use the RDO dialog again. Are the two friendly NPC fighting each other, or maybe fighting for a neutral NPC and you want them to stop? Use the Stop Combat MCM option to force NPC to stop you, the player, stuck in a fight
with someone or something and want it to stop? Use the Stop Combat option for MCM to make all enemies fighting the player stop the fight. Want to know the stats of NPC? Use the Show NPC statistics page to get all the information about their relevant skills and attributes.8. Questions:K: Can I connect the patches? A:
Users have reported that connecting patches did not cause problems. So, yes. I do not recommend strongly trying to connect the main file to other mods or patches. You're probably having trouble connecting to the main file. Leave the main file alone and connect the patches. Q: I used the beta version of RDO, can I
update the public version? : Yes, only problems you should have that I have removed two unused script variables for MCM so the game complain can not find them. Besides, you should be good at upgrade. I recommend to keep saving the beta version when things go haywire. Of course, uninstall the beta version of
RDO and installing a public version of the store that once had rdo installed, or before the new game, is always the most ideal. Q: Do you make a version that does not require 1 or more DLC?A: Probably not. Too many dialog improvements and integrations are made to entries in the DLC. It also took a lot of time and work
just to add everything that is in the main file, so having several main files that I would need to keep updated is not something I want to do. Q: Is the RDO script difficult? A: No, not at all. The hardest script is the one that accounts for MCM, which only works when you open RDO's MCM. It's also not a very difficult script,
it's just just a big size because of all the different features and options it allows you to configure. All other scripts for RDO are no different from the ones you find in the original game. In fact, some of them are actually written more effectively than similar ones you find in Bethesda. There's nothing that actively controls
players around or constantly polling all the time. If I was not clear: RDO is not a script hard! Q: Why is there a random man in breezehome and how do I get rid of him? A: His name is Terek. It is an existing NPC that Bethesda never added to the game. If you want him gone without killing him, which surely you can do, go
talk to the steward of dragonsreach's great venue (Proventus - Imperials, Brill - Stormcloaks). He will personally take care of this issue for you, and so I recommend following the steward breezehome watch the scene of the play. Q: Followers sometimes misstate enemies or say things that may not sound appropriate.
Why? : When it comes to combat, most subtypes (categories of dialogue) are the target, or someone/thing the NPC is talking about. However, there are some exceptions. Any time to fight and followers or NPC make comments, they are not talking to anyone / thing. Means there's no target/enemy they're talking to. This
makes it very difficult to make comments to use correctly, so followers don't say anything about animals if you were just fighting bandits. To be honest, I've tried and tried to get these comments to work when I want them, but they just aren't. My only choice would be to use scripts to try and watch the present enemy
someone is fighting. Turning to scripts is something I do not want to do. It basically leaves no way to solve this problem... if anyone knows how and is willing to help me. I'll definitely listen.10. Localization / making translations/making translations available: all oral dialogue, displayed text and rdo subtitles are in English.
RDO works just like custom voiced follower mods such as Inigo or Recorder, so it is not localized. The dialog fixes the original game entries uses the pronounced language of your game, but displays English text because it changes all displayed text in the language the user makes changes. MCM comes with a translation
of the text document, which covers about 98% of the MCM. There are some lines where I could not use translation strings and had to use plain text. For more information about where you can find the text that needs to be translated, see the Translation Information file in the Misc section of the files you download. If you
want to make a translation of RDO, you can do so. Before uploading, see Enable/use. Also, if you do not create a translation of RDO, I would prefer if you upload your file here nexus instead of sending it to me. Translations available:Italian Italian voicesPolishSpanishRussianOn 3DMGame11. Permission/Usage:The
following sites are disabled. Meaning, you may not download a translation of RDO to these sites without my explicit permission:- Bethesda.net- Steam WorkshopAs as long as you credit myself, cloudedtruth, as the original mod author and give a link to the RDO mod page, you can do the following:- Re-upload the
translated version of RDO to other sites that are not prohibited.- Use the property Sida-rdo in another mod. &lt;--- Credit if the assets came from Making Compatibility Patches: As long as you are not re-uploading the plugin (message to me if you need for any reason) or unnecessary assets RDO, you will have the
freedom to make compatibility patches with RDO and other mod(s). If you follow the above sentence, you do not need my permission to download rdo compatibility patches. You can upload them as your files, you don't have to send it to me.12. CreditCredit making RDO: FoxFingers - Original inspiration behind me
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